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Dear Flood Wardens, Community Volunteers and Town & Parish Clerks 

             Welcome to the July 2020 Newsletter  
       

  

 

 

  

 

  

With Covid-19 still dominating our new ways of working, the Flood Resilience Team are still working remotely 
from home, along with most other Environment Agency staff.  
 
Unfortunately, we have had to postpone the events that we had planned through the spring and summer and 
look for other ways to keep in touch without face to face meetings.  One of the events we had in our calendar 
was Volunteers Week, 1–7 June 2020.  We were hoping, once again, to invite you into our offices in Blandford 
and Bridgwater and give you a tour of our Incident Rooms, where we monitor incidents including river and sea 
levels and issue flood alerts and warnings.  This would have been an opportunity for us to personally thank you 
and celebrate the valued hard work you do for your community. As we couldn’t do that this year and, and as we 
are so grateful to have you as a contact in your community as the eyes and ears on the ground during periods 
of wet weather, some of our members of staff at the Environment Agency, who work across Wessex, have 
recorded a short message of thanks to show their appreciation of your hard work.  These videos were shared 
on our Twitter and Facebook social media pages from 1- 5 June 2020. 
 
Please follow the links below to see the videos and see if you can recognise any familiar faces!  You will need 
to scroll down to 1 June to see the first video. 
 
EnvAgencySW Twitter https://twitter.com/EnvAgencySW (this link can only be viewed with Chrome if you are 
using a PC). 
Environmentagencywessex Facebook https://www.facebook.com/environmentagencywessex 

 This sender might be impersonating a domain that's associated with your organization. Learn why 
this could be a risk 

Feedback 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PWJFC-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PWJFD-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHB-1/c.aspx
http://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
http://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
http://aka.ms/SafetyTipsFeedback


 
Thank you again for all your hard work and effort you put in volunteering as a flood warden, encouraging your 
community to prepare and inspiring residents to become more resilient to flood events.  We are very proud to 
work with you and look forward to seeing you as soon as we can at a future resilience day or event. 
 
Wessex Flood Resilience Team 

 

 
   

 
 
Time to talk ........ we are here to help  

 

 

The stories we hear are that many of you have undertaken some seriously impressive renovations, decorating 
and garden projects during the last few months and also that many of you have been playing an active role in 
your community’s response to Covid-19.  
 
Unfortunately, due to current Government guidance, we won’t be running any face to face training until we are 
advised it is safe to do so.  In the meantime, we are still working to support communities and are here to help. 
  
Some of the things we are able to assist you with: 
 
• Understanding the role of the flood warden – what you need to know and do. 
• Flood warden action sheets – a one sheet, concise action guide to assist you in your role. 
• Checking that you are signed up to receive the appropriate flood alerts and flood warnings in your area. 
• Checking that we have your up to date contact details. 
• Do you need help writing a flood plan or does your flood plan need updating or reviewing?  
• Would you like maps for your community flood plan showing the areas at risk of flooding? 
• Would you like assistance with writing your community's flood plan? 
• Production of an electronic community information leaflet.  
 
If we can assist you with any of the above, or anything else, please contact us at floodwessex@environment-
agency.gov.uk 
 
Wessex Flood Resilience Team 

 

 
   

 

 

  
 

       We need your help! 
  

We are trying to get some feedback on the newsletters you receive from us; you will receive a separate e-mail, 
in addition to the newsletter, which will contain a few questions, with most of them only needing a "yes" or "no" 
answer. 

mailto:floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk
mailto:floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk


 
We would love to receive your feedback (don’t worry, we won’t be offended!).  We just want to get it right. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Wessex Flood Resilience Team 

 

 
   

 
Latest changes to the Flood Warning 
Service  

 

Requirement to have at least one telephone contact 
 
We currently insist that all users who sign up to the Flood Warning Service (FWS) require 24-hour coverage for 
a telephone contact to receive automated flood warning messages.  We refer to this as a “primary 
channel”.  Notifications via email and text message contacts are considered optional. This brief contains 
information on the latest release of the FWS. 
 
Background 

 
When the NWS was set up back in 2005, the telephone channel was the most common channel available to the 
public and the most widely used.  It was also the only channel that we could monitor to see if flood warning 
messages had been successfully delivered to the user. This helped us understand how many users received 
our warnings. Telephone calls were considered an “alerting” channel (a phone ringing) to alert the user. It was 
decided we should insist that all customers have at least one 24-hour telephone contact on that basis. Since the 
start of December 2018, we have developed the FWS and can now see if text messages and emails have been 
successfully delivered to registered users. We now know how many flood warning messages are being delivered 
via these channels.  
 
We have, for many years, received frequent negative feedback from users (both professional partners and the 
public) who only want to register for email and/or text contacts. Users no longer want to be compelled to register 
a telephone number and want to be able to choose their own contact method. This has resulted in people electing 
to remove themselves entirely from the service or in some cases in dummy numbers being added to the system 
in order to get around this requirement. 

 
What has changed? 
 
Earlier this year the  FWS  team agreed that we would no longer need to insist that users have at least one 
telephone channel, but we should still recommend that they do.  They asked that we make it clear if they elect 
not to have a telephone channel and a warning is sent in the middle of the night, there is a risk that the message 
we send them via SMS or email may not alert them if they haven’t set the notification options on their device to 
do so. 



 
We have responded to user feedback going back many years and removed the need for customers to have a 
phone number as a primary channel in FWS.  
 
Customers can now choose to have either phone, SMS or email, or a combination of these, to receive warnings 
on. We will advise them to receive a warning in a way that would alert them if a warning was issued, this in many 
cases would be a phone call. The change is that we will no longer insist on this.  Please note that this change 
only applies to FWS accessible by the EA, NRW and Floodline. Changes to online registration will come in later 
FWS releases.  

 
When will we be able to do this? 
 
The internal FWS application has already been changed to allow a person to be registered to FWS without a 
telephone channel. The customer facing FWS online registration pages will also be changed to allow someone 
to register a new account with just email and/or text or change their existing account to remove the telephone 
contact(s). 
 
What to do if someone contacts you and asks you to remove their telephone contact? 
 
The internal FWS application will be changed to allow a person to be registered to FWS without a telephone 
channel. The FWS online registration pages will also be changed to allow someone to register a new account 
with just email and/or text or change their existing account to remove the telephone contact(s). 
 
Advice (new) 
 
Flood warnings can be sent any time of the day or night and it is important that when a warning is sent it will 
alert you and, if necessary, wake you up. It's for this reason that we advise you to register at least one phone 
number alongside your preferred method of communication such as text message and/or email. If you register 
to be contacted on a mobile phone you should ensure that it is set to wake you if a warning is sent. 
 
For more information, please contact floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk 

 

 
   

 

 

 
High Water Common Ground - Natural 
Flood Management  

mailto:floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk


 

 
This documentary film is well worth a watch; it introduces Natural Flood Management and showcases several of 
the key projects from across the UK.  The film explains the techniques and concepts of Natural Flood 
Management and how working to restore natural processes and holding water back upstream in a catchment 
has a key role in flood management https://vimeo.com/267108220 
 
Further info about the film can be found here https://www.highwaterfilm.co.uk/common-ground 

 

 
   

 
Communities Prepared Crisis Recovery 
Evening Webinar, 6:00-7:30 pm on 29 
July 2020 

 

 

 

 

Hosted by the Communities Prepared team, this timely webinar 
supports Community Emergency Volunteer groups and Town and 
Parish Councils as they guide their communities through recovery.  
 
Created in response to COVID-19, but applicable to all civil 
emergencies, it offers key information and practical guidance on  

moving through crisis to a 'new normal' and navigating the steps in between.  Key topics include plotting the 
crisis recovery timeline, implementing a recovery structure and building a community narrative. 
 
The webinar will be hosted on Zoom and features interactive breakout sessions.   Spaces are limited so please 
register as soon as possible: https://bit.ly/CPrecovery3 or email: communitiesprepared@groundwork.org.uk 

 

 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-Q0NWY-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-Q0NWZ-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PX7E2-1/c.aspx
mailto:communitiesprepared@groundwork.org.uk


   

 

 

 
 

Spring 2020 Situation Report 

Fluvial Update - April to June 2020 
 
Following on from the wet winter, with the wettest February on record, May was exceptionally dry. In fact, the 
driest May on record in England.  It was the second driest May on record in our area with Wessex receiving 9% 
of Long Term Average (LTA) rainfall (6mm) overall.  
 
River flows were in recession throughout the period, continuing a general recession since peak flows in March, 
punctuated only by the wet spells in April and the very beginning of May. In south Wessex, rivers draining the 
chalk were all ‘normal’ due to the continued support of the groundwater following the recharge over the winter, 
with the exception of the ‘below normal’ Lower Hampshire Avon at Knapp Mill. The Wey at  Broadwey recorded 
the highest flows at 108% LTA. In the north, most of the surface water dominated rivers fell to ‘notably low’ flows 
in May, in response to the dry weather. The Bristol Frome at Frenchay had the lowest flows at 28% LTA. 

 

 

 
   



 
Fish Rescue in the Stour catchment, 
Dorset  

 

Hot weather and low flows are not good for fish. 
 
With the hot weather and low flows in parts of Dorset, the Environment Agency fisheries team were on hand to 
assist in the rescue of approximately 100 fish in the Stour catchment in Dorset. This was due to the threat of 
them being cut off from oxygenating flows and migratory paths. 
 
A mix of species including trout and grayling where successfully released downstream in the catchment 
unharmed. 
 
Please click on this link to see a short video clip (this link can only be viewed with Chrome if you are using a 
PC).  
 
If you see fish struggling in a watercourse please call our incident hotline on 0800 80 70 60 to report the issue. 
 

 

 

 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PYG4L-1/c.aspx


  

 

  

 

 
   

 

 

 
 
 
New Partnership to manage Dorset 
coastline 

A new coastal partnership has been established between BCP Council and Dorset Council. The Dorset Coastal 
Engineering Partnership will provide an effective and co-ordinated approach in the delivery of schemes to help 
protect residents and communities from coastal flooding and erosion. 
 
As well as designing and delivering large government funded projects, the main functions of the new partnership 
will be to set long term strategies for managing the shoreline, maintain coastal assets and influence the industry 
through sound research and innovative techniques.   
 
Contact the Duty Communications Officer, Corporate Communications, BCP Council on 01202 633295 if you 
would like any further information. 

 

 
   



 
Achieving a more sustainable balance; 
new maintenance regimes benefit 
wildlife 

 

 

How the Environment Agency in Wessex are maintaining rivers this year and how 
riparian owners across the region can do the same 

 

 

Our Tone Field Team are working to a new grass cut specification 
which is less invasive to the banks, ensuring more vegetation is left 
on the lower fringe of the bank for birds and wildlife. The banks are 
flailed to facilitate the weed cut as demonstrated expertly in this 
picture, along Tank Ryne which runs through part of Currymoor 
SSSI (A Site of Special Scientific Interest). 

                   Tank Rhyne 

Our weed removal regime has also been adapted; with a more sympathetic cut leaving defined fringes for habitat 
on both sides of the banks as shown below. Furthermore plant roots can help bind the bank, reducing erosion.  

 

  

 

  

Fox's Mead, Somerset (Old Mead/Currymoor Engine Rhyne) 

Removing weed ensures conveyance of fresh water through the system to maintain water quality throughout the 
summer months and maintain water levels as per agreed water level management plans. 
 
To read more about why we cut grass along our flood defences please click this link 

The myriad work of our field teams across the region continues this summer, maintaining and operating our 
structures, including pumping stations, water level control structures, trash screens and gauging stations, 
upholding our work to reduce flood risk all year round.  

 

 

 
The Avon & Stour field team have been busy this summer carrying 
out a variety of routine activities such as grass cutting, weir 
maintenance and routine asset maintenance. Through their hard 
work and determination they have managed to catch up on the time 
that was lost during the tightest period of the Covid-19 lockdown. In 
addition to the routine works, they have successfully removed 
several trees from fish passes and other structures and have been 
carrying out some ongoing fencing repairs.  

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PYWSP-1/c.aspx


Covid-19 measures have made the working environment tricky for the team, with enhanced cleaning regimes, 
not just in terms of personal hygiene, but also the need to clean tools and equipment regularly. Social distancing 
measures have limited some activities, but despite the challenges, the team are doing a great job of working on 
a daily basis, within the guidelines and restrictions imposed during this most strangest of times. 

 

 

   
Cleaning algae from the river flow monitoring weir on the Nadder 
in Wilton, nr Salisbury. 
 
In addition, our field teams continue to provide vital 24/7 support to 
a number of incidents. In the summertime, we are faced with 
various challenges, including the recent spells of hot & dry weather 
that cause some watercourses to have low dissolved oxygen 
levels, and therefore a potential threat to fish. 

The midsummer ‘thunderstorm season’ can bring rapid increase in river levels even when rivers and streams 
have low flows. Our field teams continue to check defences and trash screens to make sure they are ready to 
convey waters. We would always strongly advise therefore that ‘Riparian Owners’ (those who have the legal 
responsibility for a section of river), maintain their river correctly, to avoid increasing flood risk for themselves or 
others. Official guidance for riparian ownership is to be found on the GOV.UK website, available via this link 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/owning-a-watercourse 
 
Here are some simple tips to look after your stretch of watercourse and help to enhance your environment: 
 
Try to allow a natural ‘buffer zone’ of vegetation growth before the river bank. Multiple benefits are gained such 
as: 

• Slowing down surface water runoff and therefore less sediment reaches the river. Sediment can clog 
up river bed gravels and discourage wild fish from spawning. 

• Vegetation can become established and grow a strong root structure below the ground, which helps 
strengthen the river bank and reduces erosion, while also creating a good habitat for wildlife. 

 
Never throw garden waste or river bank cuttings into the river; this will pollute the water and could cause 
obstructions of structures such as flood gates and culverts downstream, which could increase flood risk. 
 
Keep compost heaps away from the river.  As grass clippings and plant matter break down they leach nutrients 
into the watercourse, which promote algal growth, reducing dissolved oxygen in the water, which reduces aquatic 
plant and animal biodiversity.   
 
IF IN DOUBT, read the official GOV.UK guidance or contact us at floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk 
Whether our consent is required or not, we can provide advice on how best to manage flood risk, and how to 
assess and protect important wildlife and habitats while undertaking maintenance work. 
 
It is important to understand that an ecologically important river channel can still be managed to reduce flood 
risk. However, this work must be undertaken sensitively, following best practice which we can provide on request. 
For example, this could entail using a particular technique, or avoiding a particular time of the year. It is also 
important to understand that watercourse maintenance may not make any substantive difference to large flood 
events, and any maintenance should be undertaken with an understanding of the benefits which may or may 
not accrue. 

 

 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHI-1/c.aspx
mailto:floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk


   

 

 

 
Adapting the Levels Project Augmented 
Reality Sandbox 

Adapting the Levels is a project working to empower those who live and work on the Somerset Levels and Moors 
to take action on climate adaptation. The project is talking with farmers, communities, businesses, local 
government, and water management experts about climate change adaptation and nature-based solutions to 
flooding and drought, and is bringing together community knowledge to help plan for a climate-resilient future. 
 
In February, Langport and Wedmore hosted two public drop-in events. Members of the public were invited to 
come along and learn about the unique nature of Somerset’s Levels and Moors. There was information about 
climate change projections, natural flood management techniques, and most importantly lots of opportunities for 
participants to share their own experiences, ideas and knowledge.  
 
The Somerset Levels and Moors is a complex landscape, maintained by thousands of miles of ‘rhynes’, as the 
drainage ditches are known, as well as around 15,000 water management structures and large manmade 
channels like the Sowy and King’s Sedgemoor Drain. In order to visualise some of the complicated hydrological 
processes involved in managing water on the Levels and Moors, the team developed their own Augmented 
Reality Sandbox as a demonstration tool.  
 
The Augmented Reality Sandbox was developed by UC Davis, a university in California. A 3D camera from a 
game console ‘reads’ a landscape made of modelled sand, feeds the images into a software programme, which 
then generates a projection onto the sand. The projected colours turn the sand into a topographic map, and 
users can alter the landscape, prompting the programme to change the colours and remake the ‘map’. When a 
hand is placed between the sand and projector, the programme generates ‘rain’ – blue light that pours across 
the sand in the same way that water would.  
 
The UC Davis team made the software free to download, so in theory anyone with a bit of IT knowledge and 
simple resources could put together their own sandbox. The Adapting the Levels team consulted with staff from 
the UK Hydrographic Office in Taunton, who have developed their own sandbox, and with the help of Somerset 
County Council’s IT department, came up with a very simple home-built unit.  
 
The Sandbox proved to be a roaring success, with staff developing a ‘story’ that could be illustrated by the 
modelled landscape. This included demonstrating a high-level water carrier with spillway, which showed why the 
Levels and Moors are so reliant on pumping, and why this is sometimes limited by conditions; a ‘tide-locked’ 
system illustrating how the drainage systems are constrained by high tides; and examples of how natural flood 
management techniques can complement and take some pressure off traditional defences.  
 
The children who came along were particularly keen to get stuck in, helping to create landscapes and tell the 
story of the Somerset Levels and Moors. The Augmented Reality Sandbox is fun to use and a real showstopper 
– just remember to bring your dustpan and brush for the end of the day!  
 
The project had planned to run focussed workshops as a next step - these have now been postponed due to the 
Coronavirus situation.  However, there are still exciting plans in the pipeline - you can sign up to e-mail updates 
at www.adaptingthelevels.co.uk to find out more. 
 
Adapting the Levels is a partnership between Somerset County Council, the Somerset Wildlife Trust and the 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-Q05U9-1/c.aspx


Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG) South West, with funding from the Interreg 2 Seas European 
Regional Development Fund and Somerset Rivers Authority.  
 
To find out more about Augmented Reality Sandboxes follow this link to see a video of one in action 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZC91dfr_OrA 

 

 
   

The 2020 National Lottery Awards 
 
Nominations for the 2020 National Lottery Awards are now open  
  
The National Lottery Awards celebrate the ordinary people who do extraordinary things with the help of National 
Lottery funding. 
   
This year, for the first time, the Awards will honour individuals who have made an extraordinary impact in their 
community especially those who have adapted during the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. 
  
We are looking for individuals or small groups of people who have made an outstanding contribution in any of 
the categories below. Young Hero nominees should be under 18 years of age and all suggestions must have 
been either funded by the National Lottery or be associated with a project which has received National Lottery 
funding. If you are not sure, don’t worry, nominate them anyway, and our team will check it out. 
   

• Arts 
• Charity/Voluntary 
• Education 
• Environment 
• Health 
• Heritage 
• Sport 
• Young Hero (under 18s) 

   
For more information visit https://t.co/lfrC2R7GYH?amp=1 

 

 
   

 
Are your contact details up to date? 

 

 

This is a reminder for you to keep us updated with your current e-mail addresses and mobile/landline numbers. 
We keep this information in a secure location and use this information to keep you up to date with warden news 
and events in your area, as well as to contact you in relation to your role.  We will, of course, only contact you 
during sociable hours.                 
  
We will only share your contact details with members of the Local Resilience Forum with regard to your role as 
Flood Warden or Community Emergency Volunteer.    We will not transfer the personal data that you provide 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-Q0T6B-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-Q0PND-1/c.aspx


outside the European Economic Area and you have the right to withdraw consent for us to hold your data at any 
time. 
               
You have rights under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA 
2018). The Information Commissioner's Office (ICO) is the supervisory authority for data protection legislation. 
The ICO website has a full list of your rights under data protection legislation, you can access this 
here: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/individual-rights 
             
For general information on how the Environment Agency treats your personal data and how to contact us, see 
our Personal Information Charter: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-
agency/about/personal-information-charter (this link can only be viewed with Chrome if you are using a PC). 
           
Please e-mail floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk with any changes to your details so that we can keep 
our database and you up to date!    

 

 
   

 

 

 
          Sandbags 

   

Know your local authority's policy on sandbags below: 
 
BANES - see their policy here 
Bournemouth, Christchurch & Poole - see their policy here 
Bristol City Council - see their policy here 
Dorset Council - see their policy here 
Mendip District Council - see their policy here 
North Somerset Council - see their policy here  
Sedgemoor District Council - see their policy here     
Somerset County Council - see their policy here 
South Gloucestershire Council - see their policy here 
Wiltshire County Council - see their policy here 

You can find out more about when sandbags are useful and when they work online at:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sandbags-how-to-use-them-to-prepare-for-a-flood 

 

 
   

 
Where to find further information 

 

 

For local weather information including weather warnings visit the Met Office at www.metoffice.gov.uk 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHJ-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHK-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHK-1/c.aspx
mailto:floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHN-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHO-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHP-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHQ-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHR-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-Q0S5A-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHT-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHU-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHV-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHW-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHX-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHY-1/c.aspx


   
River and sea levels and to sign up for flood warnings  
   
Wessex Area Water Situation Reports.  Monthly reports are produced on Gov.uk 

Flood Re has been set up to help those households who live in a flood risk area find affordable home insurance. 
For more information contact your insurer or visit  www.floodre.co.uk 

The National Flood Forum provide further advice and support at  www.nationalfloodforum.org.uk  

 

 
   

 

 

 
            Flooding 

Find out the answers to frequently asked questions here 

 

 
   

Flood Plan Templates (click on the pictures) 

 

 

 

Personal flood plan 
 
The personal flood plan includes a list of things you should 
do (like moving sentimental items to safety), and provides 
space for you to note down important contact details such 
as your utility companies and insurance. 

 

 
   

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPHZ-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI0-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI1-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI2-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI3-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI4-1/c.aspx


   

Would your business stay afloat?  
   
A guide to preparing your business for flooding 

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

Community flood plan 

This flood plan template is for anyone involved in supporting 
communities or groups to improve their ability to plan for a flood 

 

 
   

Helpful resources and guidance that you can access online and 
download (click on the pictures): 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
What to do before, during and 
after a flood 
 
Practical advice on what to do to protect you and 
your property from flooding 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI5-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI6-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI7-1/c.aspx


 

 
   

 

 

 
 
 
 

Prepare your property for flooding 
 
A guide for householders and small businesses to prepare for 
floods 

 

 
   

 

 

  

 

 
Sandbags  
 
How to use them properly for flood protection 

 

 
   

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI8-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPI9-1/c.aspx


 

 

  
 
 

Flooding from groundwater 
 
Practical advice to help you reduce the impact of flooding 
from groundwater 

 

 
   

Flood warnings - do you know what to do? 
 

 

 

  

 • Prepare a bag that includes medicines and 
insurance documents 

• Visit the flood warning information service 

• Turn off gas, water and electricity 
• Move things upstairs or to safety 
• Move family, pets and car to safety 

• Call 999 if in immediate danger 
• Follow advice from emergency services 
• Keep yourself and your family safe 

  
 

 
   

Help us to help your community 
   
If your community is affected by flooding please remember to share this information with us. Photos, times and 
description of flooding are vital in helping us understand how your community has been affected and what we 
can do going forwards, whether it be changes to flood warning thresholds or assessing your community for a 
scheme or property flood resilience measures. 
   
If you have received training on SWIM (Severe Weather Information Management) system you can record 
information directly at www.swim.geowessex.com.  SWIM has recently changed its name undergoing a 
significant upgrade – it is now called FORT standing for Flood Online Reporting Tool, better reflecting what it 
actually does. We are working to improve the way wardens and flood groups can feed information into the system. 
Wardens will be able to enter and maintain their own contact details, they will be able to add more detailed flood 
extents onto the map and will be able to share a link with members of their community which will allow the public 
to upload photos and videos directly into their community flood report. 

 

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPIB-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPIC-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-15532-5KQ4FE-PLPIA-1/c.aspx


 

 

Alternatively you can email us at floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk 

 

 
   

Reporting flood risk and riparian responsibilities 
  
If you are concerned about blockages, obstructions to flow in the river or know of cut vegetation being deposited 
in the watercourse, which can cause pollution, remember to ring our Incident Hotline 0800 80 70 60 which is 
open and manned 24 hours a day. You will be given advice and guidance and the information you share will be 
recorded and passed to the relevant duty team who will be able to take any necessary actions. 

 

 
   

 
 

     

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 
   

  
Useful contacts 
 

Subscribe to the Flood Warden 
Newsletters 

Why not forward this Newsletter to a 
friend? 
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Contact Floodline on 0345 988 1188 for up to date flood warning information or advice. 
  
Contact the Environment Agency incident hotline on 0800 80 70 60 to report flooding, blockages in rivers or any 
other environment incident.  

 

 
   

Keeping in touch 
  
If you are a new flood warden or have received this newsletter from your Town or Parish Clerk, please contact 
the Wessex Flood Resilience Team at floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk so that we can update our 
records and sign you up to receive the newsletter and invitations to future training opportunities. 
 
Please email floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk if you would like a pdf copy of the newsletter for your 
website. 

 

   

 

Contact us    |   Visit us on GOV.UK   |   Our personal information charter  
 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  
  

 
  

This email was sent to floodwessex@environment-agency.gov.uk. Please add floodwessex@environment-
agency.gov.uk to your address book. 
 
If you no longer wish to receive further emails please unsubscribe.  
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